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WHAT ARE COMBAT MOVES 

Combat moves are movements/motions derived from martial arts, kickboxing or boxing. They include, 

but aren’t limited to: 

- Punching 

- Hand strikes 

- Elbow’s 

- Kicking 

- Knees 

HOW CAN COMBAT MOVES BENEFIT THE FITNESS PROFESSIONAL 

Combat moves are no longer reserved for just the martial arts studio, but have evolved to become 

accessible and doable by the general population. 

As fitness professionals you strive to challenge your clients/participants in new and exciting ways, 

incorporating combat moves into your classes or one on one client training will do just that.  

This type of training utilizes the following principles: 

- Cardiovascular: 

o  Anaerobic  Training: CP & Lactic Acid systems 

o Anaerobic Threshold training 

o Improvement of recovery time 

o Improvement of average exercise heart rate 

- Strength/Functionality 

o Recruitment of the shoulder girdle and stabilizers surrounding the sternoclavicular and 

glenohumoral joints 

o Recruitment of the prime movers of the upper and lower arm 

o Core muscle recruitment 

o Recruitment of the prime movers of the upper and lower leg 

o Improvement of stability and mobility of the hip 

- Mental 

o Provides your client with an outlet for stress/emotion 

o Builds confidence, self esteem 

o Provides a feeling of accomplishment and achievement as they progress 
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RED FLAGS & CONDITIONS TO SCREEN FOR 

Whether training clients one on one or working in a group fitness environment, identifying and 

understanding Red Flags or pre-existing conditions that may impede your clientele’s progress is 

extremely important. 

Here are red flags to consider when prescribing combat moves: 

1. Conditions of the Shoulder Joint 

- Tears to the tendons or ligaments 

- acromioclavicular joint damage (impingement, frozen shoulder) 

- damage to the rotator cuff 

- sternoclavicular joint damage ex. cartilage tearing 

 

2. Conditions of the Elbow Joint 

- medial and lateral epicondylitis! big one 

- hypermobile range of motion  

 

3. Spinal Deviations and Conditions of the Spine:  

- chronic vertebrae conditions ex. Herniated discs, disc degeneration, arthritic facet joints 

- tension headaches caused by tension and nerve pressure of the cervical vertebrae (avoid high 

impact and power) 

- whiplash and other chronic or acute spinal conditions (ex. whiplash- avoid uppercuts) 

- lumbar spine deviations, pelvic tilts and  other conditions ( avoid over rotating during punching 

and kicking) use knee flexion for lower body punching 

 

4. Conditions of the Hip Joint: 

- Hip Replacements, full or partial – this will limit rotation and abduction at the hip 

- Chronic conditions including: osteoarthritis 

- Acute Conditions including: muscular imbalances that alter the position of the pelvis, tight hip 

flexors (particularly the iliopsoas group), too tight or too long posterior muscles in the upper leg, 

imbalance in muscle strength in the gluteal group (particularly gluteus medius)  

 

5. Conditions of the Knee Joint 

- Chronic knee conditions including: patellar femoral syndrome, ACL/MCL damage, osteoarthritis 

- Acute conditions including: muscular imbalances in either the medial or lateral aspects of the 

quadriceps group, IT Band tightness (often resulting in acute knee pain) 
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THE BASICS – HAND COMBAT MOVES 

Think from the Ground up: 

FEET 

a. Traditional boxing stance has the non-dominant leg/hand forward; for Right handed 

people that means the left leg and arm are in front 

b. The rear leg is about 1’ behind the lead leg with about half a hip width between 

c. The rear foot pivots most frequently, and should therefore have its weight distribution 

primarily through the ball of the foot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LEGS/HIPS 

d. Keep a soft bend in the knee 

e. Keep hips mobile and able to turn smoothly 

 

UPPER BODY 

f. Engage the core, belly button drawn in toward the spine 

g. Shoulders are angled to mirror what the feet are doing 

h. Chin is down, tucked toward chest 

 

ARMS/HANDS 

i. Elbows drawn in toward midline of body 

j. Hands on either side of the chin 
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Wrap & Protect 

Typical combat workouts involve punching targets or heavy bags, which means that the risk of injury is 

increased. If you or your clients/participants plan to make contact with your fists, always wrap your 

hands/wrists and wear QUALITY boxing gloves.  

 

 

 

 

 

Holding Focus Mitts 

Instructing your clientele to punch is only part of ensuring their success with combat moves. Learning to 

be a confident and competent target holder will allow your clientele to have confidence and trust in you, 

but also leads to a more productive session. 

Things to consider when holding targets: 

- Hold at your clients face level, not your own 

- Meet their punch at the midline of their body not out to the sides 

- Client should punch their left hand to the mitt in your left hand, and their right hand to the mitt 

in your right hand 

- Mitts should be held at a distance that allows your clients elbow to be bent when making 

contact, providing opportunity for follow through 

- Don’t have your face directly behind the target, or you may take a mitt to the nose! 

- Utilize the ‘hit back principle’ – the holder meets the punch providing some resistance, limit this 

resistance though on the punchers dominant side  
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HAND COMBAT PRI NCIPLES 

If done correctly punching and other hand strikes can be an exceptionally challenging and rewarding 

part of your clientele’s training, if done incorrectly though it could easily be a detriment and could 

potentially lead to injuries.  

Know Your Fundamentals: 

You as the instructor/trainer should know the ins and outs of hand combat moves before attempting to 

teach them.   

 

The fundamental punches to know are: 

1. JAB (known also as a ‘straight’ punch) 

2. CROSS (known also as a ‘straight’ punch) 

3. HOOK 

4. UPPER CUT 

5. OVERHAND 

Other fundamental hand/arm combat moves are: 

A. ELBOWS 

B. KNIFE STRIKES 

Lead hand = front hand (typically the left hand if client is right handed) 

 

 Technique Instructional Cues Picture Anatomy 

JAB 
 
 
 

- The jab is always performed 
with the lead arm 

- It is a short and quick punch, 
not intended to have 
tremendous power 

 

- Slight weight transfer from 
rear leg to front leg 

- Create a straight line from 
shoulder through to largest 
two knuckles 

- Keep non-punching hand at 
chin 

  

 

CROSS - Cross is performed with the 
rear arm 

- Power is generated from turn 
of hip followed by turn of 
shoulder 

- Rear foot pivots on the ball of 
the foot (heel up) 

- - Power comes from pivot/hip, 
not just from isolated arm 
strength 

- - Retract hand back to chin 
immediately 
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HOOK - Can be performed with lead 

or rear arm (most common 
with lead arm) 

- 90 degree angle maintained 
at elbow 

- Pivot hip away from target 
with arm bent at elbow 

- Keep elbow same height as fist 
- Use the hip to generate power 
and swing punch across 
- Action comes from hip, not 
from swinging of the arm 
 

 

 

UPPER 
CUT 

- Upper cut can be performed 
with lead or rear arm (most 
common with lead arm) 

- Arm bent at elbow 
- Dip hip down, use hip action 

to bring fist up to target 

- Action comes from hip, not 
from swinging the arm 

 

 

 

COMMON JOINT INJURIES DURING PUNCHING EXERCISES 

1. Straight Punches (Jab or Cross): 

- elbow hyperextension 

- boney bruising 

- ligament and tendon sprains, biceps strains 

- wrist extensor sprains and strains: ex anterior aspect of wrist ligaments and other connective 

tissues 

- wrist hyperflexion:  damage to the anterior aspect of wrist connective tissues ex. Ligaments 

- compression fractures of the hand:  metacarpals, as well as connective tissues in the anterior 

aspect of the hand 

 

2. Hooks: 

- anterior deltoid strains and sprains:  tearing of ant. delt. muscle belly and connective tissue     

ex. Ligaments 

- over straining of the medial aspect of the elbow joint: ex. Biceps origins, and muscle belly 

- sprains to the medial and lateral aspects of the wrist joint: ligaments  

 

3. Uppercuts: 

- straining of the upper trapezius- leading to tension of the cervical spine and or cervical spinal 

deviations 

- sprains to the medial and lateral aspects of the wrist joint 

- hyperextension and hyperflexion of the wrist joint 
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DRILLS, DRILLS, DRILLS 

There are many ways to incorporate hand combat moves into your clientele’s programs and classes, 

here is a sampling of some of our favourites, but really just use a little imagination, proper training 

principles and some enthusiasm and the sky’s the limit!  

** All drills can be time-based OR repetition/set based. 

A. Single Punch Numbering System: 

#1 = jab  #2 = cross #3 = lead hook   #4 = cross  #5 = lead upper cut   

#6 = over hand right  

B. Punching Combination Numbering System: 

Combo 1 – Jab Combo 2 – Jab/Cross  Combo 3 – Jab/Cross/Hook 

Combo 4 – Jab/Cross/Hook/Cross   Combo 5 – Jab/Cross/Hook/Cross/Uppercut 

Combo 6 – Jab/Cross/Hook/Cross/Uppercut/Overhand/Cross 

 

C. Flow Drills:  alternating right and left punches for a timed duration 

- Straights (jabs or crosses) 

- Straight/straight/hook 

- Straight/straight/uppercut (advanced) 

 

D. Short – Long Drills: Concept has target holder moving targets from inside (short) to outside 

(power) and back and forth during the duration of the drill 

- Ex. Flow drill using straight punches, moving targets from short to long 

E. Bob, Weave & Punch: Slips and weaves in combination with punching 

Slip – lateral movement to avoid a strike 

Bob & Weave – Vertical drop in combination right and left slipping 

- Ex. weave and punch:  four weaves then combo number (ex. 2,2, 5) 

 

F. 10’s: Punches in sequences of 10 

- Ex. 10 punches low, ten punches high (could be straights or hooks) 

 

G. The Jab Circle: Constant/consistent jabbing while circling both directions 

- Target holder stays stationary but rotates and dictates change of direction 
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H. Flow Chain (group exercise): 

- partners line up in two lines 

- Tabata sprint straights (or any combo) for 10 seconds 

- Then get the punchers to step to the next person in line 

- Repeat until puncher returns to original partner/target holder 

 

I. Combination Call out: Target holder calls punching numbers or combination numbers 

- With or without movement (movement dictated by target holder) 

 

J. Punching Free Round: Target holder puts mitts out without calling the numbers, this increases 

reaction of the puncher 

- With or without movement 

 

K. The Shoulder Shredder: 

- Jab 30sec 

- Double jab 30sec 

- Triple jab 30sec 

- Then repeat south paw or in orthadox position. 

  

L.  Deke Rounds: puncher avoids holders punches using slips, weaves, bobs, and perrys and blocks 

M. Instructor Call-out Rounds:  instructor calls combo number for a certain duration Ex. 30sec then 

calls a new number out for the next duration. repeat as needed 

ex. 1,2,5 then 4,2,2,6 etc.  

N. Punching Laps: using length or width of the room, coordinating punching and footwork 

(punching while moving) 

- forwards and backwards - straights only 

- laterals- shuffling using straights only  

- time based or lap based 

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER 

Once you understand the basics of combat techniques then the fun part begins; using fundamental 

training principles pair punching or kicking drills with other ‘sport specific’ exercises that mimic sport 

combat movements. 

High Intensity Training 

High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) is a method that can isolate a combat drill, and then immediately 

follow it with other high intensity activities, aiming to challenge the anaerobic systems. 
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Principles that compliment sport combat drills: 

- Tabata drills: 20seconds work/10 seconds rest for 4minutes; could be all punching, or one round 

punching, one round of another exercise 

- Interval drills: Intervals of work with varying work:rest ratios. 30sec (CP System) to 2min (Lactic 

Acid System) in duration. 

- Circuit Training: Circuiting 4-10 exercises in a row, with punching as one of the stations 

Specific High Intensity Exercises that compliment sport combat drills: 

- Sprints 

- Push-ups (wide grip, close grip, stable or unstable) 

- Skipping 

- Mountain Climbers (note potential red flags before prescribing) 

- Burpees (note potential red flags before prescribing) 

- Jumping Jacks 

- Ladder Drills (see agility section) 

- Fast Feet Drills: including Stepping or Hopping Forward/Back and Laterally 

- Stutter Drills: stutter stepping, directional 

- Plyometrics: jump squats, switching lunges, box jumps, plyo push-ups 

 

Stability Exercises 

- Overall: 

o Aim to provide instability while performing a punch to encourage core engagement 

o Contralateral exercises (standing on one leg, using the opposite arm) are most 

productive 

o Cue for correct posture, and ensure muscle engagement is occurring in the desired 

muscles 

- BOSU exercises:  

o all and any knee lifts 

o knee lift and punch with opposite side 

o Plyometrics: on and off the BOSU, Plyo push-ups 

 

- Boxing Drills: 

o one foot balance punching 

 ex. right foot up- jabs 

 left foot up- cross 

 left foot up- 1,2 etc 

 With or without stability aid, ex. BOSU, Sissel Disc, Wobble Board etc.  

o Punching with Resistance Tubing 

o Punching with Dumbbells 
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- Strength exercises for cross training: 

o pulley punch 

o bully lifts: straight bar, under hand grip- biceps curl, into underhand shoulder press ( 

using knee and hip ext. as prime power source) 

 

Agility Exercises 

Agility training typically is categorized as high intensity training. It benefits not only combat moves, but 

also running ability (gait, pace), coordination, explosive power and development of fast twitch muscle 

fibers.  

- Agility Ladder: 

o Running through 

o Running w/high knees 

o Two feet stepping into each space 

o Two spaces forward, one spaces back (two feet stepping into each space) 

o Three spaces forward, two spaces back 

o Two feet or Single Leg hopping through 

 

o Hop two spaces forward, one space back 

o Hop three spaces forward, one space back 

o Lateral hops, one foot always out of the ladder 

o Moving laterally outside the ladder, two feet in/two feet out 

- Stair Training: 

o Many of the ladder drills can be modified and used on the stairs 

- Fast Feet Drills: 

o Using lines 

o Stepping forward/back 

o Hopping forward/back, laterally 

o Feet in/out 

o Hopping in a Diamond OR W pattern (SL too) 

- Skipping: 

o Straight hops 

o Transfer weight foot to foot 

o Feet in out, forward/back, cross-overs 

o Doubles 

o High knees 

o Cross-overs 

o Lateral & Forward/back hops 

- Plyometrics: 
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o Jump Squats (both or SL) 

o Switching lunges 

o Boxjumps: on/off forward, lateral, split jump, SL, multiple boxes 

o Plyo push-ups 

 

 

LEG COMBAT MOVES 

Traditionally fitness professionals have utilized the basic front kick as a staple in their routines, often 

without correct form or technique. As more and more people are becoming familiar with Sport Combat, 

there is an opportunity to introduce more dynamic kicking with correct technique, and create an 

exciting program of Sport Combat moves for your clientele. 

The kicking principles described here are based on a blending of Sport Taekwondo (Olympic style), Maui 

Thai Kicking, and Kick Boxing. They provide the participant with the most functional  approach to the 

dynamic concepts of kicking. 

**See start of handout for Red Flags to screen for prior to commencing a kicking program 

 

THE BASICS – LEG COMBAT MOVES 

Foundations 

STANCE 

There are two primary stances that can be adopted while kicking: 

i. Traditional Fighting Stance  

Good if clientele are doing primarily kicking motions 

- Upper body and hips are completely sideways 

- Heels of each foot line-up 

- Both feet are angled forward 

- Hands are in fists, the rear hand just below chin, the lead hand  

at shoulder height (bent at the elbow) 

 

ii. MMA/Kickboxing Fighting Stance 

Good if clientele are doing a combination of punching and kicking 

- A blend of a boxing stance and a traditional fighting stance 
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- Feet are in a similar position to that of the boxing stance, but with more distance between heel 

of lead foot and toe of rear foot 

FOOTWORK 

 

Footwork refers to any movement you do in your fighting stance.  Footwork improves when paired with 

agility drills. 

Things to consider when doing footwork: 

- Footwork should be performed on the balls of the foot 

- When both feet are moving, they should move in unison  

- Stay light on the feet, don’t pound!  

Basic footwork movements include: 

1. Hop forward 

2. Hop Back 

3. 2 or 3 hop forward/back 

4. Cross-over forward, cross-over back 

5. Switch (to other side), ½ switch, Angled Switch 

6. Front foot step (rear leg stays where it is) 

 

LEG CHAMBERING 

Typically most kicks require a chambered or bent leg prior to and immediately after the execution of the 

kick. 

- To chamber a leg: lift knee to approximately hip height, drawing heel toward rear 

- This is the starting and ending position of most standard kicks 

- Cueing  for a chambered leg is important when learning a new kick, the tendency is to kick out 

and then drop the leg without retracting back to a chambered position 

FOOT POSITIONING 

Correct foot position while striking targets or kicking in the air is important, as it will often dictate the 

position of the rest of the leg. 

Primary Foot positions are: 

- Pointed Foot:  striking with the top of the foot, toes are completely pointed (Plantar Flexion) 

- Heel Directed Forward: striking with the bottom or heel of foot, toes pulled back (Dorsi Flexion) 
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Target Holding 

There are several types of targets that can be utilized for kicking, they include: 

- Hand held single or double sided paddle 

- Kicking Shield 

- Thai Pads 

- Free Standing Kicking Back 

- Heavy Bag 

Things to consider when holding hand-held targets: 

- Different kicks require different heights for the target, be sure you are holding at the 

appropriate height 

- Have a firm grip on the target, with feet apart in a stable/wide stance 

- Angle the target when doing turning or round kicks 

- Hold the target parallel to the ground when doing front kicks 

- Hold the target angled toward the ground when doing axe kicks 

- Hold the target perpendicular to the ground when holding for side kicks 

- Meet their punch at the midline of their body not out to the sides 

- Have firm arms upon impact, don’t allow your arms to ‘fling’ to the side 

- Retract target to original position right away 

LEG COMBAT PRINCIPLES 

The fundamental kicks to know are:  

1. Front Kick  

2. Turning Kick 

3. Side Kick 

4. High Round Kick 

5. Axe Kick 

Kicking is performed with either the rear or lead leg, although beginners are encouraged to kick 

predominantly with the rear leg. 
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 Technique Instructional Cues Picture Striking with 

Front 
Kick 
 
 
 

- Starting in Fighting stance, 
chamber rear leg at waist 
height, squaring shoulders 
and hips 

- Extend lower leg at the knee 
to strike target 

- Retract leg back to chamber 
when complete 

- Weight transfer to lead leg 
- The higher you bring your 
knee the higher your kick will 
be 

- Keep hands at chin while 
kicking 

 
 

Top of foot 

Turning 
Kick 

- Starting in fighting stance, 
pivot on front foot until body 
faces opposite direction 

- chamber rear leg so knee and 
foot are parallel to the 
ground 

- Extend lower leg at the knee, 
kicking across (as if to 
someones stomach) 

- Retract leg back to chamber 

- - Pivot on the ball of the foot 
- - Point the knee to the side 
- - When leg is chambered keep 

foot same height as knee 

 Top of foot 

High 
Round 
Kick 

- Same as for turning kick, but 
kicking high section (chest or 
higher) 

- same as above 
 

 Top of foot 

Axe 
Kick 

- Starting in fighting stance, 
chamber leg to waist height 

- Extend lower leg at knee like 
a front kick 

- Instead of retracting to 
chamber, allow leg to ‘slam’ 
to floor 

- Kick is like an axe chopping 
wood 

- Pull toes back (Dorsi 
Flexion) 

 

 Heel / 
bottom of 

foot 

Side 
Kick 

- Starting in Fighting stance, 
turn body to face opposite 
wall 

- Chamber leg to waist height 
- Direct bottom of foot out, 

extend upper leg at hip and 
lower leg at knee, staying 
sideways 

- Return to chamber  

- Leg is mimicking a ‘pushing’ 
motion with impact at the 
end 

- Direct bottom of foot 
toward target 

- Lean back slightly 

 Heel / 
bottom of 

foot 

 

COMMON JOINT INJURIES DURING KICKING EXERCISES 

1. Hamstring/Posterior Muscles of Upper Leg and Hip: 

- As velocity of kick increases, possibility of hamstring rupture or damage increases 

o Damage typically occurs mid-belly of muscle or at insertion point at or above hip joint 

 

2. Hip Flexors: 

- Due to repeated flexion of upper leg at hip, the hip flexor group of muscles can acutely become 

short and tight 
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o This may lead to forward tilt of the pelvis with implications that extend into the lower 

back 

 

3. Knee Joint: 

- Hyperextension of the knee, particularly during front and turning kicks 

o Implications may be ACL/PCL damage, cartilage damage, MCL/LCL damage 

 

4. Shins/Calf: 

- Because of the repeated motions on the ball of the foot (including agility training) and the high 

impact if doing jumping kicks, chronic conditions such as shin splints can develop 

- When manipulating the position of the foot acute tightening/cramping of the calf muscles 

(gastrocnemius or soleus) may occur 

 

5. Ankle: 

- Because of the repeated motions on the ball of the foot (including agility training) and the high 

impact if doing jumping kicks, acute ankle inversion (most common) or eversion (less likely) may 

occur 

o implications may be damage to the ligaments or tendons surrounding the ankle joint, 

Achilles tendon inflammation, acute swelling of the damaged area 

 

6. Foot: 

- When first striking targets, client may experience acute contusions to the top of the foot 

- Because of repeated motions on the ball of the foot, acute inflammation of the fascia on the 

bottom of the foot may occur 

DRILLS, DRILLS, DRILLS 

As with punching drills, there are countless drills that can be performed with kicks. Here is a selection of 

some of our favourites: 

Footwork Drills 

a. On Spot Footwork: 

- Choose desired footwork, and do a # on the spot, both legs 

b. Length Footwork: 

- Move the length or width of the room doing desired footwork 

c. Footwork Sparring: 

- With partner or shadow sparring 

- Combine different footwork, constantly moving, for time ex. 2min 
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Kicking Drills 

a. Rapid Fire Kicking: 

- Kicking target or air 

- Repeated kicks (touching ground each time or holding knee in the air) for time 

- Good for front kick, turning kick or high round kick 

b. Low/High: 

- Alternate between low and high kicks for time 

- Good for front kick (low/high) or turning kick/high round kick 

c. Continuous Kicking: 

- Using length or width of room 

- Choose a kick and have participants perform kick up and down the room, alternating legs 

- For time ex. 2min 

d. Paddle Sparring: 

- Target holder is in control and calls out each kick (which leg to kick with also) 

- Kicker performs kick and returns to fighting stance until next kick is called 

- For time ex. 2min 

e. Flag Sparring: 

- This allows clientele to be comfortable moving in fighting stance 

- In pairs, have each person tuck a small ‘flag’ into the side of their pants 

- Moving around in fighting stance, each partner tries to capture the others flag 

f. 10/20/10’s 

- 10 Kicks right leg, 20 running knees, 10 kicks left leg 

 

 

 


